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Knowing Me Knowing You
Abba

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                        Knowing Me, Knowing You - ABBA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Loulou800
Email: -not given-

Tuning: Standard, NO CAPO

I think this song is very catchy, I hope you like it!
(And in the INTRO and VERSES, feel free to do A instead of E if you d like)
-------------------------------------------------------------

INTRO: (one strum each for INTRO)

D E Em G G Em

VERSE 1:

D  E    Em  G    G   Em
No more carefree laughter
D E    Em G  G Em
Silence ever after
Bm                                          D
Walking through an empty house, tears in my eyes
Bm                                        Em
Here is where the story ends, this is goodbye

CHORUS:
-    no    strum   -F#m
Knowing me, knowing you (ah-haa)
                        D
There is nothing we can do
                    F#m
Knowing me, knowing you (ah-haa)
A                             D    G     A
We just have to face it, this time we re through
(This time we re through, this time were through
This time we re through, were really through)
A                                       D    G  A
Breaking up is never easy, I know but I have to go
(I have to go this time
I have to go, this time I know)
D                   G  
Knowing me, knowing you
        A
Its the best I can do



D Bm A G

VERSE 2:
D   E                Em   G                 G   Em
Memories (memories), good days (good days), bad days (bad days)
D       E                Em   G            G Em
They ll be (they ll be), with me (with me) always (always)
Bm                                         D
In these old familiar rooms children would play
Bm                                    Em
Now theres only emptiness, nothing to say

CHORUS:
-    no    strum   -F#m
Knowing me, knowing you (ah-haa)
                        D
There is nothing we can do
                    F#m
Knowing me, knowing you (ah-haa)
A                             D    G     A
We just have to face it, this time we re through
(This time we re through, this time were through
This time we re through, were really through)
A                                       D    G  A
Breaking up is never easy, I know but I have to go
(I have to go this time
I have to go, this time I know)
D                   G  
Knowing me, knowing you
        A
Its the best I can do

D Bm A G x2 

INTRO: D E Em G G Em

CHORUS:
D                    F#m
Knowing me, knowing you (ah-haa)
                        D
There is nothing we can do
                    F#m
Knowing me, knowing you (ah-haa)
A                             D    G     A
We just have to face it, this time we re through
(This time we re through, this time were through
This time we re through, were really through)
A                                       D    G  A
Breaking up is never easy, I know but I have to go
(I have to go this time
I have to go, this time I know)
D                   G  
Knowing me, knowing you



        A
Its the best I can do

D Bm A G x3 (3rd repeat, fade out)

----------------------------------------------------
Thank-you for playing my chords, and if you have any requests, let me know.
Thanks! 
-Loulou800


